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Scouting on Two Continents Jan 10 2021
The Secret Society of Demolition Writers May 14 2021 What would you write if no one knew who you were?
In the spirit of the demolition derby, where drivers take heedless risks with reckless abandon, welcome to
the first convocation of the Secret Society of Demolition Writers. Here is a one-of-a-kind collection by
famous authors writing anonymously–and dangerously. With the usual concerns about reputations and
renown cast aside, these twelve daredevils have each contributed an extreme, no-holds-barred unsigned
story, each shining as brightly and urgently as hazard lights. Unconventional and unapologetic, this
publishing equivalent of a whodunit features an eclectic group of fictional characters, including a delusional
schizophrenic narrator, an egg donor with second thoughts about her decision, a pharmacist who forms a
weird crush on a woman who beat both of her parents to death, and a little girl who understands that an old
safe is the threshold to another, ghostly, world. Equally diverse and surprising are the authors themselves:
Aimee Bender, Benjamin Cheever, Michael Connelly, Sebastian Junger, Elizabeth McCracken, Rosie
O’Donnell, Chris Offutt, Anna Quindlen, John Burnham Schwartz, Alice Sebold, Lauren Slater, and Marc
Parent, the editor of the collection. Never before has such a wide-ranging and talented group of authors
been assembled to such explosive and entertaining effect. The Secret Society of Demolition Writers is an
intriguing puzzle in itself, but it’s also an important addition to the careers of some of our finest
storytellers–even if we never really know who wrote what. Its boundary-smashing fiction offers exhilarating
proof that for an artist, withholding your identity can mean gaining your freedom.
The Burnham Family; Or, Genealogical Records of the Descendants of the Four Emigrants of the Name,
who Were Among the Early Settlers in America Oct 07 2020
The Photographer Oct 19 2021 Mary Dixie Carter's The Photographer is a slyly observed, suspenseful
story of envy and obsession, told in the mesmerizing, irresistible voice of a character who will make you
doubt that seeing is ever believing. "A breathless psychological thriller about epic mind games."—PEOPLE
A Publishers Weekly Best Mystery/Thriller of 2021! WHEN PERFECT IMAGES As a photographer, Delta
Dawn observes the seemingly perfect lives of New York City’s elite: snapping photos of their children’s
birthday parties, transforming images of stiff hugs and tearstained faces into visions of pure joy, and
creating moments these parents long for. ARE MADE OF BEAUTIFUL LIES But when Delta is hired for
Natalie Straub’s eleventh birthday, she finds herself wishing she wasn’t behind the lens but a part of the
scene—in the Straub family’s gorgeous home and elegant life. THE TRUTH WILL BE EXPOSED That’s when
Delta puts her plan in place, by babysitting for Natalie; befriending her mother, Amelia; finding chances to
listen to her father, Fritz. Soon she’s bathing in the master bathtub, drinking their expensive wine, and
eyeing the beautifully finished garden apartment in their townhouse. It seems she can never get close
enough, until she discovers that photos aren’t all she can manipulate.
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In the Presence of My Enemies Jan 28 2020 In the Presence of My Enemies, the gripping true story of
American missionaries Martin and Gracia Burnham’s year as hostages in the Philippine jungle, was a New
York Times best seller and has sold nearly 350,000 copies. This updated edition contains never-beforepublished information on the capture and trial of the Burnhams’ captors; Gracia’s secret return trip to the
Philippines; and updates on recent events in Gracia’s life, ministry, and family.
Reservation Road Oct 31 2022 A hit-and-run accident that claims the life of ten-year-old Josh Learner
leads to a chilling confrontation between the driver responsible for the death and Ethan Learner, Josh's
father, who embarks on a deadly pursuit of the unknown man who had killed his son. Reissue. (A Random
House Films/Focus Features movie, directed by Terry George, releasing Fall 2007, starring Joaquin
Phoenix, Mark Ruffalo, Jennifer Connolly, & Mira Sorvino) (General Fiction)
Claire Marvel Jul 28 2022 A young man and woman meet, love each other, and are consumed. It’s a story
as old as romance itself, but in this enthralling novel John Burnham Schwartz tells it with heart-stopping
new immediacy. In the middle of a rainstorm Julian Rose, a self-effacing Harvard graduate student, takes
refuge beneath a girl’s yellow umbrella. The girl, the woman, is Claire Marvel, lovely, mercurial, mired in
family tragedy. She is the last person someone like Julian should fall in love with. But he does. What ensues
is a great and difficult passion strewn with obstacles–not least those arising from Claire and Julian’s
disparate characters. And as these young people find and lose each other, then seek each other anew,
Schwartz places romantic love within an entire continuum of attachments that require the full reserves of
our openness and courage.
A Law unto Itself Jul 16 2021 This is a fully documented inside examination of the Internal Revenue Service,
in many ways the largest and most powerful of all federal agencies, and also the agency whose competent
function is most essential to our democracy. The book’s appearance in 1989 sparked a public furor and
major legislation attempting to redress the IRS’ many abuses of power, both political and bureaucratic. The
book will be a relevant handbook as long as the agency remains a towering presence in American life.
Bicycle Days Dec 29 2019 When Alec Stern arrives in Japan, he discovers a land of opportunity. For only in
Tokyo could an impressionable young man fresh out of college find, in one stroke, a new job, a new family,
and a society that lavishes attention on Japanese-speaking gaijin. Yet, even as Alec claims a place in this
new world, he is haunted by memories of the one he left behind—a world once infinitely secure but which
disintegrated with the breakup of his parents' marriage. In this incandescently observed novel, John
Burnham Schwartz introduces readers to one of the most appealing protagonists in contemporary fiction
while enchanting them with the keenness of his eye and the aptness of his voice. Through its exquisitely
rendered scenes—a fishing trip of Zen-like serenity; a night at a sex club where giggling businessmen dive
into the action—and vividly imagined characters—the laughing mother who taught Alec to ride a bicycle;
the beautiful sad Japanese woman who teaches him how to love—Bicycle Days surprises, moves, and
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enlightens us as very few books do.
A Country Road, A Tree Dec 09 2020 From the best-selling author of Longbourn, a remarkable imagining
of Samuel Beckett’s wartime experiences. In 1939 Paris, the ground rumbles with the footfall of Nazi
soldiers marching along the Champs-Élysées, and a young, unknown writer, recently arrived from Ireland
to make his mark, smokes one last cigarette with his lover before the city they know is torn apart. Soon he
will put them both in mortal danger by joining the Resistance. Through the years that follow, we are
witness to the workings of a uniquely brilliant mind struggling to create a language to express a shattered
world. A story of survival and determination, of spies and artists, passion and danger, A Country Road, A
Tree is a portrait of the extremes of human experience alchemized into one man’s timeless art.
A White Wind Blew Sep 17 2021 "A compelling and thought-provoking novel that will move and inspire
readers of all kinds." -John Burnham Schwartz, author of Reservation Road When the body fails, you've got
two choices. Send a doctor in, or send a prayer up. And if neither works? You'll find Dr. Wolfgang Pike at
his piano. Music has always been Wolfgang's refuge. It's betraying him now, as he struggles to compose a
requiem for his late wife, but surely the right ending will come to him. Certainly it'll come more quickly
than a cure for his patients up at Waverly Hills, the tuberculosis hospital, where nearly a body an hour
leaves in a coffin. Wolfgang can't seem to save anyone these days, least of all himself. Sometimes we just
need to know we're not the only ones in the fight. A former concert pianist checks in, triggering something
deep inside Wolfgang, and spreading from patient to patient. Soon Wolfgang finds himself in the center of
an orchestra that won't give up, with music that won't stop. A White Wind Blew delivers a sweeping
crescendo of hope in a time of despair, raising compelling questions about faith and confession, music and
medicine,and the undying force of love.
Mozart's Grace Jul 24 2019 A thorough examination of all styles of Mozart's music aims to explain why the
composers works stand out as some of the most beautiful music in history.
Alice & Oliver Jun 02 2020 New York, 1993. Alice Culvert is a caring wife, a doting new mother, a loyal
friend, and a soulful artist - a fashion designer who wears a baby carrier and haute couture with equal
aplomb. In their loft in Manhattan's gritty Meatpacking District, Alice and her husband, Oliver, are raising
their infant daughter, Doe, delighting in the wonders of early parenthood. Their life together feels so vital
and full of promise, which makes Alice's sudden cancer diagnosis especially staggering. In the span of a
single day, the couple's focus narrows to the basic question of her survival
Only Child Sep 25 2019 Only children don’t have to share bedrooms, toys, or the backseat of a car. They
don’t have to share allowances, inheritances, or their parents’ attention. But when they get into trouble,
they can’t just blame their imaginary friends. In Only Child, twenty-one acclaimed writers tell the truth
about life without siblings—the bliss of solitude, the ache of loneliness, and everything in between.In this
unprecedented collection, writers like Judith Thurman, Kathryn Harrison, John Hodgman, and Peter Ho
Davies reflect on the single, transforming episode that defined each of them as an only child. For some it
came while lurking around the edges of a friend’s boisterous family, longing to be part of the chaos. For
others, it came in sterile hospital halls, while single-handedly caring for a parent with cancer. They write
about the parents who raised them, from the devoted to the dismissive. They describe what it’s like to be an
only child of divorce, an only because of the death of a sibling, an only who reveled in it or an only who
didn’t. In candid, poignant, and often hilarious essays, these authors—including the children of Erica Jong,
Alice Walker, and Phyllis Rose—explore a lifetime of onliness. As adults searching for partners, they are
faced with the unique challenge of trying to turn a longtime trio into a quartet. In deciding whether to give
junior a sib, they weigh the benefits of producing the friend they never had against the fear that they will
not know how to divide their love and attention among multiples. As they watch their parents age, they
come face-to-face with the onus of being their family’s sole historian.Whether you’re an only child curious
about how your experiences compare to others’, the partner or spouse of an only, a parent pondering
whether to stop at one, or someone with siblings who’s always wondered how the other half lives, Only
Child offers a look behind the scenes and into the hearts of twenty-one smart and sensitive writers as they
reveal the truth about growing up—and being a grown-up—solo.
Before I Die May 26 2022 For the many readers who love The Fault in Our Stars, this is the story of a girl
who is determined to live, love, and to write her own ending before her time is finally up. Tessa has just
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months to live. Fighting back against hospital visits, endless tests, and drugs with excruciating side effects,
Tessa compiles a list. It’s her To Do Before I Die list. And number one is Sex. Released from the constraints
of “normal” life, Tessa tastes new experiences to make her feel alive while her failing body struggles to
keep up. Tessa’s feelings, her relationships with her father and brother, her estranged mother, her best
friend, and her new boyfriend, are all painfully crystallized in the precious weeks before Tessa’s time runs
out. A Publishers Weekly Best Children’s Book of the Year A Booklist Editors’ Choice A Book Sense
Children’s Pick A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Publishers Weekly Flying Start Author An ALA-YALSA
Top Ten Best Book for Young Adults The newly released feature film Now Is Good, starring Dakota Fanning,
is based on Jenny Downham's intensely moving novel.
Claire Marvel Dec 21 2021 A young man and woman meet, love each other, and are consumed. It’s a story
as old as romance itself, but in this enthralling novel John Burnham Schwartz tells it with heart-stopping
new immediacy. In the middle of a rainstorm Julian Rose, a self-effacing Harvard graduate student, takes
refuge beneath a girl’s yellow umbrella. The girl, the woman, is Claire Marvel, lovely, mercurial, mired in
family tragedy. She is the last person someone like Julian should fall in love with. But he does. What ensues
is a great and difficult passion strewn with obstacles–not least those arising from Claire and Julian’s
disparate characters. And as these young people find and lose each other, then seek each other anew,
Schwartz places romantic love within an entire continuum of attachments that require the full reserves of
our openness and courage.
Ghostbusters Jul 04 2020 In Seattle, Washington, the Ghostbusters square off against the ghost of a
musician known for spontaneous combustion.
Bad Habits Aug 05 2020 Seeks to discover why so many "good" people engage in activities that many,
including themselves, consider "bad", finding a coalition of economic and social interest in which the
singleminded quest for profit is allied to the values of the Victorian saloon underworld and bohemian
rebelliousness.
The Upright Piano Player Aug 17 2021 An adroit first novel of exceptional grace and emotional power by
a legendary British ad executive. “David Abbott’s The Upright Piano Player is a wise and moving debut, an
accomplished novel of quiet depths and resonant shadows.” —John Burnham Schwartz, author of The
Commoner and Reservation Road Henry Cage seems to have it all: a successful career, money, a beautiful
home, and a reputation for being a just and principled man. But public virtues can conceal private failings,
and as Henry faces retirement, his well-ordered life begins to unravel. His ex-wife is ill, his relationship
with his son is strained to the point of estrangement, and on the eve of the new millennium he is the victim
of a random violent act which soon escalates into a prolonged harassment. As his ex-wife's illness becomes
grave, it is apparent that there is little time to redress the mistakes of the past. But the man stalking Henry
remains at large. Who is doing this? And why? David Abbott brilliantly pulls this thread of tension ever
tighter until the surprising and emotionally impactful conclusion. The Upright Piano Player is a wise and
acutely observed novel about the myriad ways in which life tests us—no matter how carefully we have
constructed our own little fortresses.
Model Selection and Multimodel Inference Feb 29 2020 A unique and comprehensive text on the
philosophy of model-based data analysis and strategy for the analysis of empirical data. The book
introduces information theoretic approaches and focuses critical attention on a priori modeling and the
selection of a good approximating model that best represents the inference supported by the data. It
contains several new approaches to estimating model selection uncertainty and incorporating selection
uncertainty into estimates of precision. An array of examples is given to illustrate various technical issues.
The text has been written for biologists and statisticians using models for making inferences from empirical
data.
The Travelers Jun 22 2019 “American history comes to vivid, engaging life in this tale of two
interconnected families (one white, one black) that spans from the 1950s to Barack Obama’s first year as
president. . . . The complex, beautifully drawn characters are unique and indelible.”—Entertainment Weekly
“An astoundingly audacious debut.”—O: The Oprah Magazine • “A gorgeous generational saga.”—New York
Post NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY ESQUIRE • FINALIST FOR THE
PEN/HEMINGWAY AWARD FOR DEBUT NOVEL Meet James Samuel Vincent, an affluent Manhattan
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attorney who shirks his modest Irish American background but hews to his father’s meandering ways.
James muddles through a topsy-turvy relationship with his son, Rufus, which is further complicated when
Rufus marries Claudia Christie. Claudia’s mother—Agnes Miller Christie—is a beautiful African American
woman who survives a chance encounter on a Georgia road that propels her into a new life in the Bronx.
Soon after, her husband, Eddie Christie, is called to duty on an air craft carrier in Vietnam, where Tom
Stoppard’s play “Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead” becomes Eddie’s life anchor, as he grapples with
mounting racial tensions on the ship and counts the days until he will see Agnes again. These unforgettable
characters’ lives intersect with a cast of lovers and friends—the unapologetic black lesbian who finds her
groove in 1970s Berlin; a moving man stranded in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, during a Thanksgiving
storm; two half-brothers who meet as adults in a crayon factory; and a Coney Island waitress whose Prince
Charming is too good to be true. With piercing humor, exacting dialogue, and a beautiful sense of place,
Regina Porter’s debut is both an intimate family portrait and a sweeping exploration of what it means to be
American today. Praise for The Travelers “[A] kaleidoscopic début . . . Porter deftly skips back and forth
through the decades, sometimes summarizing a life in a few paragraphs, sometimes spending pages on one
conversation. As one character observes, ‘We move in circles in this life.’” —The New Yorker “Porter’s
electric debut is a sprawling saga that follows two interconnected American families. . . . Readers will
certainly be drawn in by Porter’s sharp writing and kept hooked by the black-and-white photographs
interspersed throughout the book, which give faces to the evocative voices.”—Booklist
Bicycle Days Sep 29 2022 When Alec Stern arrives in Japan, he discovers a land of opportunity. For only in
Tokyo could an impressionable young man fresh out of college find, in one stroke, a new job, a new family,
and a society that lavishes attention on Japanese-speaking gaijin. Yet, even as Alec claims a place in this
new world, he is haunted by memories of the one he left behind—a world once infinitely secure but which
disintegrated with the breakup of his parents' marriage. In this incandescently observed novel, John
Burnham Schwartz introduces readers to one of the most appealing protagonists in contemporary fiction
while enchanting them with the keenness of his eye and the aptness of his voice. Through its exquisitely
rendered scenes—a fishing trip of Zen-like serenity; a night at a sex club where giggling businessmen dive
into the action—and vividly imagined characters—the laughing mother who taught Alec to ride a bicycle;
the beautiful sad Japanese woman who teaches him how to love—Bicycle Days surprises, moves, and
enlightens us as very few books do.
Skagboys Nov 07 2020 Chronicles the misadventures of Mark Renton and his friends as they cope with
economic uncertainties, family problems, drug use and the opposite sex in 1980s Edinburgh in this new
novel from the author of Trainspotting and Filth.
The Mill of Lost Dreams Jan 22 2022 Between 1870 and 1900, twelve million people immigrated to
America. Hundreds of thousands of them came to work in the textile mills of Fall River, Massachusetts. The
Mill of Lost Dreams is a story of love, friendship and sacrifice that provides an inside view into the world of
textile mills and the daily life of seven courageous souls who leave home and risk everything for their
shared dream of a better life: Angelina and Guido Wallabee, who have left their family’s failed farm in Italy;
eleven-year-old Miranda Alysworth and her fifteen-year-old brother, Francois, who have escaped from
indentured service in Canada; twins Phoebe and Charlie Dougherty, the children of Irish immigrant
parents, who, though not yet thirteen, are forced to work in Troy Mill to support their family after their
father’s untimely death; and eleven-year-old, Anne Kenny, an orphan who’s never known where she came
from. All but one take jobs in Troy Mill in Fall River. Over the course of seven decades, there are marriages,
births, secrets exposed, friendships tested, and innocence lost. Some succeed in making a new life away
from harm but pay a terrible price. Many cannot build the life they dreamed of and the consequences
impact and shape the lives of their children—and their children’s children.
Righteous Prey Nov 27 2019 Lucas Davenport and Virgil Flowers are up against a powerful vigilante
group with an eye on vengeance in this stunning new novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author.
“We’re going to murder people who need to be murdered.” So begins a press release from a mysterious
group known only as “The Five,” shortly after a vicious predator is murdered in San Francisco. The Five is
made up of vigilante killers who are very bored…and very rich. They target the worst of society—rapists,
murderers, and thieves—and then use their unlimited resources to offset the damage done by those who
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they’ve killed, donating untraceable Bitcoin to charities and victims via the dark net. The Five soon become
popular figures in the media …though their motives may not be entirely pure. After The Five strike again in
the Twin Cities, Virgil Flowers and Lucas Davenport are sent in to investigate. And they soon have their
hands full--the killings are smart and carefully choreographed, and with no apparent direct connection to
the victims, the killers are virtually untraceable. But if anyone can destroy this group, it will be the dynamic
team of Davenport and Flowers.
Leading and Managing Schools Apr 24 2022 Top authors including West-Burnham, Fullan and
Hargreaves contribute to this key book on leadership, which has special potential in the Irish market.
The Elephant Vanishes May 02 2020 In the tales that make up The Elephant Vanishes, the imaginative
genius that has made Haruki Murakami an international superstar is on full display. In these stories, a man
sees his favorite elephant vanish into thin air; a newlywed couple suffers attacks of hunger that drive them
to hold up a McDonald’s in the middle of the night; and a young woman discovers that she has become
irresistible to a little green monster who burrows up through her backyard. By turns haunting and
hilarious, in The Elephant Vanishes Murakami crosses the border between separate realities—and comes
back bearing remarkable treasures. Includes the story "Barn Burning," which is the basis for the major
motion picture Burning.
Suicide of the West Sep 05 2020 James Burnham’s 1964 classic, Suicide of the West, remains a startling
account on the nature of the modern era. It offers a profound, in depth analysis of what is happening in the
world today by putting into focus the intangible, often vague doctrine of American liberalism. It parallels
the loosely defined liberal ideology rampant in American government and institutions, with the flow, ebb,
growth, climax and the eventual decline and death of both ancient and modern civilizations. Its author
maintains that western suicidal tendencies lie not so much in the lack of resources or military power, but
through an erosion of intellectual, moral, and spiritual factors abundant in modern western society and the
mainstay of liberal psychology. Devastating in its relentless dissection of the liberal syndrome, this book
will lead many liberals to painful self-examination, buttress the thinking conservative’s viewpoint, and incite
others, no doubt, to infuriation. None can ignore it.
A Splendid Savage: The Restless Life of Frederick Russell Burnham Mar 31 2020 "Rich, detailed, and
pitch-perfect, with the witty and wonderful skipping off every page." —Maxwell Carter, Wall Street Journal
Frederick Russell Burnham’s (1861–1947) amazing story resembles a newsreel fused with a Saturday
matinee thriller. One of the few people who could turn his garrulous friend Theodore Roosevelt into a
listener, Burnham was once world-famous as “the American scout.” His expertise in woodcraft, learned
from frontiersmen and Indians, helped inspire another friend, Robert Baden-Powell, to found the Boy
Scouts. His adventures encompassed Apache wars and range feuds, booms and busts in mining camps
around the globe, explorations in remote regions of Africa, and death-defying military feats that brought
him renown and high honors. His skills led to his unusual appointment, as an American, to be Chief of
Scouts for the British during the Boer War, where his daring exploits earned him the Distinguished Service
Order from King Edward VII. After a lifetime pursuing golden prospects from the deserts of Mexico and
Africa to the tundra of the Klondike, Burnham found wealth, in his sixties, near his childhood home in
southern California. Other men of his era had a few such adventures, but Burnham had them all. His friend
H. Rider Haggard, author of many best-selling exotic tales, remarked, “In real life he is more interesting
than any of my heroes of romance.” Among other well-known individuals who figure in Burnham’s story are
Cecil Rhodes and William Howard Taft, as well as some of the wealthiest men of the day, including John
Hays Hammond, E. H. Harriman, Henry Payne Whitney, and the Guggenheim brothers. Failure and tragedy
streaked his life as well, but he was endlessly willing to set off into the unknown, where the future felt up
for grabs and values worth dying for were at stake. Steve Kemper brings a quintessential American story to
vivid life in this gripping biography.
The Meadow Feb 20 2022 An American Library Association Notable Book In discrete disclosures joined
with the intricacy of a spider's web, James Galvin depicts the hundred-year history of a meadow in the arid
mountains of the Colorado/Wyoming border. Galvin describes the seasons, the weather, the wildlife, and
the few people who do not possess but are themselves possessed by this terrain. In so doing he reveals an
experience that is part of our heritage and mythology. For Lyle, Ray, Clara, and App, the struggle to survive
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on an independent family ranch is a series of blameless failures and unacclaimed successes that illuminate
the Western character. The Meadow evokes a sense of place that can be achieved only by someone who
knows it intimately.
How Superstition Won and Science Lost Mar 24 2022 John Burnham studies the history of changing
patterns in the dissemination, or "popularization," of scientific findings to the general public since 1830.
Focusing on three different areas of science -- health, psychology, and the natural sciences -- Burnham
explores the ways in which this process of popularization has deteriorated. He draws on evidence ranging
from early lyceum lecturers to the new math and argues that today popular science is the functional
equivalent of superstition.
The Managerial Revolution: What is Happening in the World Apr 12 2021 Written in 1941, Burnham's claim
was that capitalism was dead, but that it was being replaced not by socialism, but a new economic system
he called "managerialism"; rule by managers.
The Red Daughter Nov 19 2021 Running from her father’s brutal legacy, Joseph Stalin’s daughter defects
to the United States during the turbulence of the 1960s. For fans of We Were the Lucky Ones and A
Gentleman in Moscow, this sweeping historical novel and unexpected love story is inspired by the
remarkable life of Svetlana Alliluyeva. “The Red Daughter does exactly what good historical fiction should
do: It sends you down the rabbit hole to read and learn more.”—The New York Times Book Review In one of
the most momentous events of the Cold War, Svetlana Alliluyeva, the only daughter of the Soviet despot
Joseph Stalin, abruptly abandoned her life in Moscow in 1967, arriving in New York to throngs of reporters
and a nation hungry to hear her story. By her side is Peter Horvath, a young lawyer sent by the CIA to
smuggle Svetlana into America. She is a contradictory celebrity: charismatic and headstrong, lonely and
haunted, excited and alienated by her adopted country’s radically different society. Persuading herself that
all she yearns for is a simple American life, she attempts to settle into a suburban existence in Princeton,
New Jersey. But one day an invitation from the widow of the architect Frank Lloyd Wright arrives, and
Svetlana impulsively joins her cultlike community at Taliesin West. When this dream ends in
disillusionment, Svetlana reaches out to Peter, the one person who understands how the chains of her past
still hold her prisoner. Their relationship changes and deepens, moving from America to England to the
Soviet Union and back again, unfolding under the eyes of her CIA minders, and Svetlana’s and Peter’s
private lives are no longer their own. Novelist John Burnham Schwartz’s father was in fact the young
lawyer who escorted Svetlana Alliluyeva to the United States. Drawing upon private papers and years of
extensive research, Schwartz imaginatively re-creates the story of an extraordinary, troubled woman’s
search for a new life and a place to belong, in the powerful, evocative prose that has made him an
acclaimed author of literary and historical fiction. Praise for The Red Daughter “Svetlana Alliluyeva’s life
was endlessly fascinating, often heartbreaking, and ultimately heroic. I don’t think any writer alive could
have told her story more beautifully than John Burnham Schwartz.”—David Benioff, co-creator of HBO’s
Game of Thrones and author of City of Thieves “The Red Daughter is an intimate, intricate look at the
collision of geopolitics with a private life: surprising and engaging from beginning to end.”—Jennifer Egan
The Small Towns of Roman Britain Feb 08 2021 The Small Towns of Roman Britain surveys a wide range of
Roman town sites, answering many questions about their character and the archaeological problems they
raise. The past thirty years have seen a dramatic increase in the quality of the evidence on these sites
gained from fieldwork, excavation, and aerial archaeology. Because there is almost no documentary or
epigraphic material of any real value on the small towns, this archaeological evidence provides a heretofore
unavailable perspective. Authors Barry Burnham and John Walker have organized the information in a
manner that is both useful to scholars and stimulating to history buffs or walkers interested in touring these
sites. Each site is illustrated with a site plan, and many aerial photographs are provided as well.
Introductory chapters provide an overview of the origins, development, and morphology of the towns; the
special religious, governmental, or industrial significance of many sites; and the economic functions
common to all. A comprehensive bibliography completes the volume. This is the eagerly awaited companion
volume to John Wacher's watershed study The Towns of Roman Britain, which was highly praised for "its
clean prose, excellent illustrations and fascinating story, . . . a most important contribution to scholarship,
while remaining eminently attractive to the general reader." (Barry Cunliffe, Times Literary Supplement).
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The Small Towns of Roman Britain surveys a wide range of Roman town sites, answering many questions
about their character and the archaeological problems they raise. The past thirty years have seen a
dramatic increase in the quality of the evidence on these sites gained from fieldwork, excavation, and aerial
archaeology. Because there is almost no documentary or epigraphic material of any real value on the small
towns, this archaeological evidence provides a heretofore unavailable perspective. Authors Barry Burnham
and John Walker have organized the information in a manner that is both useful to scholars and stimulating
to history buffs or walkers interested in touring these sites. Each site is illustrated with a site plan, and
many aerial photographs are provided as well. Introductory chapters provide an overview of the origins,
development, and morphology of the towns; the special religious, governmental, or industrial significance
of many sites; and the economic functions common to all. A comprehensive bibliography completes the
volume. This is the eagerly awaited companion volume to John Wacher's watershed study The Towns of
Roman Britain, which was highly praised for "its clean prose, excellent illustrations and fascinating story, . .
. a most important contribution to scholarship, while remaining eminently attractive to the general reader."
(Barry Cunliffe, Times Literary Supplement).
Nameless Aug 24 2019 NAMELESS tells the story of a down-at-heel occult hustler known only as
Nameless who is recruited by a consortium of billionaire futurists as part of a desperate mission to save
the world. When Nameless and his teammates inadvertently unleash a malignant soul-destroying
intelligence, the stage is set for a nightmarish, nihilistic journey to the outer reaches of human terror.
Collects NAMELESS #1-6.
The Danish Girl Mar 12 2021 Starring Academy Award-winner Eddie Redmayne and directed by Academy
Award-winner Tom Hooper, this major motion picture portrays an unforgettable celebration of love. It
starts with a question, a simple favour asked by a wife of her husband, setting off a transformation neither
can anticipate. Einar Wegener and his American wife Greta Waud have been married for six years, but are
yet to have a child. Both painters, they live a life of bohemian languor in Copenhagen until one day their
lives are irreversibly altered. The Danish Girl eloquently shows the intimacy that defines a marriage and the
nearly forgotten story of the love between a man who discovers that he is, in fact, a woman, and his wife
who would sacrifice anything for him. Set against the glitz and decadence of 1920s Copenhagen, Paris and
Dresden, and inspired by a true story, The Danish Girl is about one of the most passionate and unusual
marriages of the twentieth century. 'a story of true love, suffering and sacrifice' - Sunday Telegraph
The Commoner Aug 29 2022 In this national bestseller from the author of Reservation Road, a young
woman, Haruko, becomes the first nonaristocratic woman to penetrate the Japanese monarchy. When she
marries the Crown Prince of Japan in 1959, Haruko is met with cruelty and suspicion by the Empress, and
controlled at every turn as she tries to navigate this mysterious, hermetic world, suffering a nervous
breakdown after finally giving birth to a son. Thirty years later, now Empress herself, she plays a crucial
role in persuading another young woman to accept the marriage proposal of her son, with tragic
consequences. Based on extensive research, The Commoner is a stunning novel about a brutally rarified
and controlled existence, and the complex relationship between two isolated women who are truly
understood only by each other.
Ticket Home Jun 14 2021 At the dawn of World War II, in rural Oklahoma, identical twins Lucien and
Norman Parker are bound by the tragic death of their mother, their railroad jobs, and an abiding well of
brotherly devotion. But when both fall for the prettiest girl in town, they learn the hard way that they can't
share everything. It is brash Lucien who finally wins her hand, while gentle Norman continues to cherish
her. At last, reunited, and reconciled, in the war-torn South Pacific, Lucien and Norman fight side by side.
But one brother will be burdened with the heartbreaking loss of the other--and the weight of a shocking
secret that will haunt him for decades to come... James Michael Pratt's Ticket Home takes readers on a
journey back to the youthful days of innocence, to the loss of innocence, and to the power of love that can
salvage dreams.
The Rise of the Computer State Jun 26 2022 The Rise of the Computer State is a comprehensive
examination of the ways that computers and massive databases are enabling the nation’s corporations and
law enforcement agencies to steadily erode our privacy and manipulate and control the American people.
This book was written in 1983 as a warning. Today it is a history. Most of its grim scenarios are now part of
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leaning on his old pals, Jake and Harry Rex, to help him return. His homecoming does not go as planned. In
“Strawberry Moon,” we meet Cody Wallace, a young death row inmate only three hours away from
execution. His lawyers can’t save him, the courts slam the door, and the governor says no to a last-minute
request for clemency. As the clock winds down, Cody has one final request. The “Sparring Partners” are the
Malloy brothers, Kirk and Rusty, two successful young lawyers who inherited a once prosperous firm when
its founder, their father, was sent to prison. Kirk and Rusty loathe each other, and speak to each other only
when necessary. As the firm disintegrates, the resulting fiasco falls into the lap of Diantha Bradshaw, the
only person the partners trust. Can she save the Malloys, or does she take a stand for the first time in her
career and try to save herself? By turns suspenseful, hilarious, powerful, and moving, these are three of the
greatest stories John Grisham has ever told.

everyday life. The remedy proposed here, greater public oversight of industry and government, has not
occurred, but a better one has not yet been found. While many individuals have willingly surrendered much
of their privacy and all of us have lost some of it, the right to keep what remains is still worth protecting.
Sparring Partners Oct 26 2019 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • John Grisham is the acknowledged
master of the legal thriller. In his first collection of novellas, law is a common thread, but America’s favorite
storyteller has several surprises in store. “Homecoming” takes us back to Ford County, the fictional setting
of many of John Grisham’s unforgettable stories. Jake Brigance is back, but he’s not in the courtroom. He’s
called upon to help an old friend, Mack Stafford, a former lawyer in Clanton, who three years earlier
became a local legend when he stole money from his clients, divorced his wife, filed for bankruptcy, and left
his family in the middle of the night, never to be heard from again—until now. Now Mack is back, and he’s
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